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Shri Krishna Lahari with Translation

కృ లహ

చ ః మత జలజలద మలత ః
ప శద ః స గణ వ ర ।

త స లకలస రఘహృ
ధ స హ ర జయ ః స తకృ ॥ ౧॥

అ కృ మ మపర రం భజ
న ఽ ౖ ర కథ ం పభవ ।

అ చః చయ ఇహ వచ ల క దం
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౨॥

అల ం పం వచనహృద గమ
న ఽహం ల ం కథమ చ య వర ।

పవృత ం ం స మ గ త వర
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౩॥

కృ త ర ణసమ త ల
ఇమ న న చ తవ క ।

సమ త ం వచనవ శ ◌ృ
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౪॥

రస ద న తద తజప
త యం పభవ న ం లహ ।

హ కృ యత ఇయమ దతద
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౫॥

న చ జ ం జ ం న చ ధ జ ం రపదం
పదం ర మమ న ర మత ।

మతం ద యపపదప తం తవ తటం
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౬॥
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కృ లహ

న గం గం న చ తభఙం లష
మ ఽ గం ఙం జలమ న ఙం గణ ।

న గం న స రం తవ సతత గం లస
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౭॥

మ కృ త దపసర న క
మ ఘ భవ భవ సతత ।
శ సం ససం జగ గ ధనచ న
మః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౮॥

మ భ గ య తభ ఽత క
మ ఽ హ త తః కథమ క మ ।

హ ః త హ న ప త ర
మః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౯॥

హ రం ఙ నవ సవ భవ ఽ-

ష రం స వ చ ప వ త ।
ప మం ర త వ భవ హ త ర

మః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౧౦॥
గ క ం జగ బ ం ఖ -

హ స ం ధ జన భ మరస ।
స గ ప బం పరమ య ష

నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౧౧॥
మ జ వృ నహర వర

స ధమల పర ।
త త ః ఫలమ న వ ం ప ర

నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౧౨॥
తౄ ౖ తర ఞ మ
మ ష స య సకల త స తర ।

గ ం ద చ న వృ ర ం
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౧౩॥

మ కల ం య వ ర
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కృ లహ

వృ త ఽ త హ యణబ ః ।
వజ గ ం రభత ం

నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౧౪॥
తం వ ఋణహ మృ ఃఖ ఖం
న యం యం స ర హృ మం స స చ త ।

అ జన ప త ఽద ర
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౧౫॥

అ త ం కజనక ఆ త మ -

బ భయతటసం బ ।
మ ష గ ం నృహ షక దం

నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౧౬॥
ఖం స ధః సదయహృదయం నరహ ః

ఽ ః పపద గలం చ ష ।
అ కృ ప త హ పం మ

నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౧౭॥
నరః కృ లభమమృతస మ రం

వరం మ త థమ స ః యస ।
ర స ఽప థ త ద జ
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౧౮॥
షం దతం తమ రం చ కృతం
స తం జపం తమ య ఽజస త ।

భవదృ ః కృ భవ భవ హృత నృ ం
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౧౯॥

పకృౖ న హ హర ః పత యవ
పృథగ పథ మ శ వ ।

త ం భగవ పృథక ం న భజ
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౨౦॥

అ గమగణ ఽ ల ఽ
న ద క ష ల సహ తన ।
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త దన లభశరణం ఢమరణం
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౨౧॥

ప భగవ చతసఓఽ చ
న ప జ వ ఽ మద ।

ప ౖ తవ దృ వ స ద
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౨౨॥

త స జలచరగ గతభ
వ ం ప మృగగ ః టకగ ః ।

అ ః ః కథమ తత వ
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౨౩॥

గతః వమ చ వనచ
వ త థమ న యః పరః ।

స ం న వజ గ మమ తమ
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౨౪॥

అ తం రం సకలమ లం ౖ వత తం
సర ం దతం తమ చ రం ఖ కృత ।

తవ తం త వ హ గ
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౨౫॥

అవ తం రం సకలమ అవమ
న దతం షం మతమ చ రం మ ।

తం త మ దరభరవ స
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౨౬॥

మః క ప ణమ న చ మభ
భ యం భవ హ స దమతః ।

త యం ల మ సప దర
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౨౭॥

త ప య భవ ఽయమభ
భ దజ స జగ ద ం శరణ ।

రణ ౖ ౖ స హ మరణం మ
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నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౨౮॥
మ పం పం గతమ సకమ ం గతకృపం

స పం ం హస త పం న గణ ।
మ ం తవ దభ ద గ
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౨౯॥
ప ప త వన ఘహ

ప ధవర ఋణహ ।
వ త ద చ వ ర

నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౩౦॥
య ఽ త హ తత ఆరభ ప

అ కతమ ఏ ఽస త ఇమ ।
య ద ం శ త మ తత ఉ ష స

నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౩౧॥
అయం ఽ త మన పయ యతః

సమ జన మ ష ర ॥
అ బ శ ప కరం త ం దృఢతర

నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥
మ ద జగ ర వ ఽ-

ఽ న ఖ మ దృగభవ ।
పస ఽస ఽహం తత ఉప ఽభయపదం

నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౩౩॥
అతః పరమ జ ణ సహ

మ సకలమలహ హ సహ ।
కృ రం ధృ ఽఙ ప చ సహ

నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౩౪॥
తస వ త శ న య ఽ-

న ఽఽ నం సనం తత ఇతర మ ।
త న ప పదమఘం ం న తం
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౩౫॥
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సమం త శ స లహృదయ భగవ
త ద వకవ ం న న త హ వద ।

ప ర కసద సరణం ఽ శరణం
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౩౬॥

స ణ త ం సృజ హ ఽవ హ
మ హం సృజ ః స కల ।

ల ంష శ సక మఙలగ
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౩౭॥

ఇ త ం పచయమలస లనప ద
ర రగ ః ప షతః ।

స త సన స త ఇహ తవ గ
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౩౮॥

త జగ ఖ న భవ
స య ః స ం తపన వ భం సయత ఇ ।

అయం ం మ స తం సకలం
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౩౯॥

గ ఽప ర ర దృతప
మ దృౖ యదృ వనజ ఽలం మ ః ।

స ఽ ం పరమస వత ఙత ఉ
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౪౦॥

స య ర ఽయం వనరచ జ షణః
ద ఽ స హ ఽ తవ ।

స త ం స ఖ కర ఖ ష
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౪౧॥
ః చ చ ః ఫలదృశ-

శ ం పఞ ర హ స ।
న ం ద నయ కం త మ
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౪౨॥

ప వ ఽ దృగహ దహ పవ
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మ తసప తప వ మృ ః ।
వృ వరత త ఇహ బ ఝ యతం

నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౪౩॥
క శ ఽన వధ కృ పహరణ-

న ం ధమ పం క య ।
త వహ రసబ శ వద

నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౪౪॥
న కృ ః శ యదఘహర బ

న చ య తం హవనజప ద ం మమ ।
స కృ త ద జ శ ః స వమ

నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౪౫॥
స త పహరణ ఖం కమఘం
హ ఽఽ కదశన ఖం కమఘ ।
ఽ నరస రణ ఖరం నసమఘం

నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౪౬॥
స త స ృషః స ృశ గ స ర న ఉత

స యం యం పత వద మమ బత ।
ఉ త న ఽఙ పత

నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౪౭॥
ం ః సౖ ర జగ స రమ
సర ర ర దృతత ।

న క ం త పవరస ద మథ
నమః కృ జయ శ తతృ మ ॥ ౪౮॥

ధ న తన ఽభ ఽ పగ ఽ క ద
జ శ హ శ మ ఽర ।

అ న న న ం వజ హృన యం స ఽ-

వ ఽ భవ దృక ఽమ ॥ ౪౯॥
లయ ప ః పద గం త హ

జ తః పక బ ఽప ।
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ఉౖ ః చన హ ప గ ప ధ-
స కం న చ మ పమ సత ృ ద హ ॥ ౫౦॥

( రబనః)
ద జయ జయ భవహృత ం కృ కృషకృ

గ తౄంసవ భవహవ ం స సత స ।
ఽభ తర తవ త హ హపహ
శ మన నయన ద దత ॥ ౫౧॥

( బన)
కృ ం వృ భకః పదం రనర
తృ ం వృ ఽభకః దం రనర ॥ ౫౨॥
కృ స తమ వసరస ।
కృ మ దతః న ర ంహసరస ॥
ఇ ననసరస ర కృ లహ స ।
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Shri Krishna Lahari with Translation

కృ లహ
Sri Krishnaa the River Translation

by P. R. Kannan

The daughter of (Sahyadri) hills, Krishnaa river, who has four arms, with shining black body

like water bearing clouds, face radiant like moon, with pearl necklaces of stars, apparel of

lightning, face luminous with beautiful Tilaka, destroyer of sins (of bathers), and who does

good for devotees, shines, along with Dattatreya, son of Atri Maharishi. (1)

The poet is a devotee of Dattatreya.

O Sri Krishnaa, who can reach the unattainable limit of your glory! Even Sesha with all

his (thousand) mouths cannot express it. Hence, with modesty, I proceed to say these few

straight words. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of

thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are the impelling force of Gurus. (2)

O boon giver Sri Krishnaa, your real form is not perceptible, as it is beyond the path (scope)

of words and heart. Somehow having understood the perceptible form, I bow to you. For

your supreme pleasure, I am embarking on this praise of yours in accordance with my

intellect. Prostrations to you, victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water as well

as for mundane things); you are the driving force of Gurus. (3)

Sri Krishnaa, poetry endowed with virtues and graceful ease has been rendered by experts

in literature. However a poem with limited, though free from absence of, meanings, has not

been put out for your pleasure. Now please listen happily to my childish words. Prostrations

to you, victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things);

you are the driving force of Gurus. (4)

Sri Krishnaa, my tongue has been dedicated to you, who are worshipped byMunis, you who

is at the feet of Dattatreya; does this virtuous wave of poetry not become source of cheer to

Dattatreya? Indeed it does because Krishnaa, the very form of Hari and Shiva, became the

beloved of Dattatreya. Prostrations to you, victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for

water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (5)
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I do not desire well endowed kingdom, nor the state of Deva like Agni, regarded highly

by Devas, nor Surya’s, nor Indra’s, nor even Vishnu’s. I do desire your riverbank, purified

by the feet of Dattatreya. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the

queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru

Dattatreya. (6)

My mind does not long for worldly pleasures, nor Yoga, nor removal of sins or

difficulties, nor good health, nor Ganga waters, nor the mass of Vedas with the six Angas

(parts), nor Yagas, nor Swarga, but it longs only for your constant company. Prostrations

to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for

mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (7)

Sri Krishnaa, my mind does not swerve from you anywhere; it is my firm belief that here in

this world, in this Kaliyuga, you are the destroyer of all masses of sins and also disasters like

too much of rain etc. O bestower of Gnana and virtuous path, in this world, I have dropped

use of various means (of attaining Purusharthas). Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory

to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held

in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (8)

If Ganga of powerful waves is reckoned here to destroy sins and is also honoured

accordingly, I have to disagree as to how She is higher than you. She is born of the feet

of Hari, whereas you are certainly the very form of Hari. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa,

victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you

are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (9)

Let Ganga be the new lotus stem at the lotus feet of Hari, or let it adorn the head of Shiva

like a garland, or let it be the flag of Mukti as desired intently, but Ganga does not become

the body of Hari. (That merit belongs to Krishnaa only). Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa,

victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you

are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (10)

O Mother, when Brihaspati transits to Kanya Rashi, Ganga, the celestial river, comes to

you, you being fortunate and highly regarded in the world, in the Sahyadri mountains, as if

approaching a sister and remains here for a year with great discipline (observing the rule

of not going anywhere else) happily (for ridding herself of sins left by those who bathe

in her). Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for

water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (11)
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Note: Ganga Kund in Sahyadri is observed to be full during this period when Guru is in

Kanya Rashi and empty during other periods.

O giver of boons, remover of three types of impurities (mental, vocal and bodily), in the

great Jambudvipa, many tirthas, which remove sins, come to you (for cleansing themselves).

O bestower of Moksha, when those tirthas arrive, even Brahma is incapable of describing

the fruit of bath etc. (touch, drinking etc ) in your waters. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa,

victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you

are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (12)

O river of fast speed, someone gives in your waters offerings for his forefathers. O foremost

river, all his Pitrus attain good state. When he performs Tirthashraaddha, his Pitrus attain

the state free from rebirth.

 Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water as

well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (13)

If a sinner who has committed the five great sins attains evil state, viz. Naraka, for long

period till the end of kalpa, even he attains good state, difficult of attainment, viz. Moksha

quickly, when someone in his lineage performs here in Krishnaa river Vrishotsarga (letting

off bull, performed on eleventh day), with Narayanabali (special Shraaddha in such cases),

or Tripindi Shraaddha. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the

queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru

Dattatreya. (14)

I came to know that with your blessings, a barren woman got a son, an indebted person

got released from debt, a person in misery attained happiness; whichever man thought of

whichever desire in his heart, he attained it. O Mother, today I have dropped in obeisance

in front of you. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of

thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya.

(15)

What a wonder! Your glory was sung by Vyasa, the father of Suka. There it is stated that

there aremany great tirthas on both the banks of the river, starting fromMahabaleshwar, the

originating place till the ocean; of them, the eight tirthas in Nruharipur (Narasimhawadi)

are the foremost. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of

thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya.

(16)
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Your face is in the region at the foot of Sahyadri mountains (place called Wai); your

compassionate heart is in Narasimhapuri (Narasimhawadi); your navel is in Andhra region

(Kurupur/ Kurugaddi); your twin feet are in the eastern region (two branches at the

place of joining the ocean). O Sri Krishnaa, your form here, worshipped by sages, is

celebrated. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of

thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya.

(17)

O Sri Krishnaa, when a man, who is at a great distance and is not in good health, chants,

under whatever circumstances, your easily pronounced name, whose sweetness challenges

nectar and is the best, he attains the highest spiritual good, viz. Moksha. Then, what to say

of him, who comes to you in person (and bathes). Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory

to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held

in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (18)

When Ishta Dharma (yagnas etc. for public good), charity (Danam), Purta Dharma (roads

etc. for public good) as specified in Shastras, or other meritorious deeds are done, Vedic

study undertaken, chanting of Mantras done, or the fame of Vishnu and Shiva is heard,

oh Krishnaa, then seeing you, which removes the fear of Samsara, falls to the lot of

men. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for

water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (19)

Owing to unity of disposition, there is no difference between Hari and Hara; but due to

custom they are known to appear different. O Bhagavati, you are joined by Veni, who is of

Shambhu’s form, hence you are not different. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to

you. You are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in

respect by Guru Dattatreya. (20)

O Devi meditated upon by yogis, sung by mass of Vedas, with destination of ocean,

undiminished, bestower of good fortune, remover of sins, daughter of Sahyadri, I do not see

any other, easy to take refuge in and destroyer of death. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa,

victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you

are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (21)

O Bhagavati, I have roamed around countries, went in all four directions; my evil desires

have not been quelled. The end state of my body has arrived. By seeing you, my desires have

been sublimated today; good state has dawned on me. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa,
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victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you

are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (22)

O Iswari, aquatic creatures, birds, other animals and insect groups take bath in your

sacred waters without fear, and also drink your waters somehow; they then move to

Swarga. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for

water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (23)

O Mother, by somehow bathing in your celebrated waters, even a cruel person, an

adulterer, a thief and a forest-dweller attain to Swarga. O Devi celebrated in Shastras,

when a man dedicated to Vedas takes bath in your waters, does he not attain to the lofty

state? Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for

water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (24)

O Devi of Supreme Gnana, one who has bathed in your waters as per procedure laid down,

has indeed bathed in all Tirthas, has worshipped all Devatas here, has given all Danams

(ritual charity), has performed all yagnas, and has indeed performed all Purta dharmas

(like roads etc. for public good). Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are

the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by

Guru Dattatreya. (25)

O Devi in the form of river, owing to my great admiration for your capacity, all Tirthas

were dishonored by me, Devas were also disrespected, no Danam (charity) was done, no

Ishta Dharma (yagas etc. for public good) was done, no Purta Dharma (digging wells etc.

for public use) was done. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the

queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru

Dattatreya. (26)

O Devi beyond samsara, I am unable to stand even for a second in front of anyone (Devata,

tirtha etc.) I shall only move about with face turned upwards (in worry of who is going to

protect me). Hence I am the subject of ridicule. But this should cause bashfulness in you. O

well wisher, please raise me quickly. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You

are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect

by Guru Dattatreya. (27)

O Devi beyond birth, if I am rejected by you, I shall fear as to who in the belly of the three

worlds would give this ignorant me refuge; crying more and more loudly, I shall embrace

death here, O glorious Devi. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the
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queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru

Dattatreya. (28)

Let the world laugh at me, who is a great sinner, subject to threefold misery (Aadhidaivika,

Aadhibhoutika and Adhyatmika), trembling (at not finding refuge), having lost all

sympathy, also subject to curse of the world. I do not reckon that to be distress. O

destroyer of misery, O Devi worshipped by Surya, I fear the damage to your laudatory

attributes.

Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of thirst  (for water as

well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (29)

Your group of titles of praise includes: destroyer of threefold misery, eliminator of natural

disasters like floods, purifier of the fallen in the world, remover of grief, destroyer of three

types of sins (committed with thought, word and deed), remover of fear, bestower of many

types of boons, eliminator of debts (to Devas, Rishis and Pitrus), the best among rivers.

May this list of titles last long. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are

the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by

Guru Dattatreya. (30)

O Devi River, from the time you manifested here, you have been purifying the ones who

are fallen and raising them to higher state; but I am the worst of the lot. Hence if you are

capable of raising me, please rise. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You

are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect

by Guru Dattatreya. (31)

O Mother, do not establish even a thought in your mind that this me (in front of you) is an

ordinary fellow, because masses of all sins have abided in me for long. Hence, O Iswari, you

please fasten your girdle firmly and get up (to raise me). Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa,

victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you

are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (32).

 

O Dark coloured Devi, by rescuing me today, may your fame spread in all three worlds.

O pure one, in the past no such occasion (of having rescued such a great sinner) arose.

When you lift me up, I shall become unattached and shall proceed upwards to the state of

total freedom from fear (as fear arises only on account of the cognition of another entity

as per Upanishad). Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of
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thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya.

(33)

Hence please appear quickly in your supreme natural form (with four arms etc.). O remover

of all impurities, destroy themountains of my sins here urgently. O lovely Devi, please place

me with love on your lap and give memilk of compassion. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa,

victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you

are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (34)

Let there be no doubt as to from where this kind of sin came in me. The cause is that when

the Atman is there (non doer, non enjoyer etc.), I have understood otherwise (that I am

the doer, enjoyer etc.). Thus by me, who has robbed my own Atman, which sin has not

been committed in every step? Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are

the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by

Guru Dattatreya. (35)

O Bhagavati, you abide in the hearts of all beings and hence you witness everything directly.

There is nothing remaining to be said at all in front of you. Even then I say all this as I

follow the practice of this world of submitting all miseries in front of Iswara. Please give

me refuge. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for

water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (36)

In the form of Brahma you create the world, as Vishnu you protect, as Shiva you destroy.

You release with your power manifestations of glory like Indra. At the time ofMahapralaya,

all creation enters your belly, O glorious Devi, the form of all auspiciousness. Prostrations

to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for

mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (37)

O all pervading Devi, here too you are in the form of water, master in cleansing the mass

of impurities of sinners. O Devi of free will, of excellent resolve, even groups of Devas

have taken the form of rivers here under the pretext of curse and join you. (Devas including

Brahma and Rudra were cursed once by Saraswathi to become inert and they became rivers.

Brahma became Kakudmati and Shiva became Veni. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa,

victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you

are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (38)

Owing to your radiance, Surya, Chandra and Agni acquire brightness and destroy darkness

in the world. You are self luminescent;  Surya does not make you bright in the way he
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brightens the stars. Following your luminosity, the whole world along with the Sun shines

brightly. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for

water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (39)

To cleanse the arrogance of the conqueror of worlds, Manmatha (the flower arrowed),

Shiva’s mere look was sufficient. Even that Shiva, whose vehicle is Nandi, who is the head of

Ganas, whose feet are honoured by Asuras and Devas, joined you like the greatest friend

in the form of Veni river. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the

queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru

Dattatreya. (40)

The self born Brahma, possessed of the expertise in creation of worlds, became a river

called Kakudmati and joined you like a son in the area of Karahat. Prostrations to you, Sri

Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of thirst  (for water as well as for mundane

things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (41)

O Devi, the wise twice born, who look for fruits (as said in Vedas) perform oblation

from time to time in Agnis with mantras of four letters (by Adhvaryu), four letters (by

Aagneedhra), two letters (by Adhvaryu), five letters (by Hota) and again mantra of two

letters (by Hota). But you lead all people through mere bath to Swarga. Prostrations to you,

Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane

things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (42)

O delighter of mind, your power is such that owing to fear of you, Agni burns, Vayu moves

about, Surya heats up, Mrityu runs (after dying persons), Indra rains and others here make

specified offerings. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of

thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya.

(43)

O infinite Devi, where is your power of ability in destroying mountains of sins and where is

my ordinary threefold (of thought,  word and deed) sin. It is like a heap of dry tender grass

in front of fire. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of

thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya.

(44)

O Krishnaa, he, whose sins are not removed by Krichchra (Vedic expiation) and other such

practices, nor by Havana, Japa etc., attains to Heaven , having been purified by bathing

in your waters. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of
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thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya.

(45)

Please remove my bodily sins of evil company, harming others, stealing others’ wealth

etc., sins by mouth of criticizing those worthy of worship, great and virtuous persons,

eating prohibited food etc., and mental sins of bad thought, thought of evil for others

etc. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water

as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (46)

O Devi bestowing Supreme state, may the air contact me after touching you; may your

waters drop into my lotus mouth; oh, may my body drop into your ice cool waters.

Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You are the queller of thirst (for water

as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect by Guru Dattatreya. (47)

O Devi, the pure one, the remover of mental afflictions, you are adored by all Tirthas, all

rivers and highly regarded by great Devas and Munis. O the chief among rivers, is there

anyone whowill not worship you here. Prostrations to you, Sri Krishnaa, victory to you. You

are the queller of thirst (for water as well as for mundane things); you are held in respect

by Guru Dattatreya. (48)

O the fearless daughter of Mountain (Sahyadri), the very source of compassion, I have

come to you. O Iswari, the very form of Hari and Shiva, with gem like radiance, victory

to you (in raising me). I pray to you, O Mother River, may my heart never feel any want.

O auspicious, undecaying Devi, in the dark form of water, may my sight be on your form.

(49)

Some river (Yamuna) washes the feet of the Lord (Krishna), another (Ganga) ascends to the

crest of Shiva, another (Narmada) emerges from the heat (of Shiva), another (Godavari)

from thematted tresses (of Shiva), another (Mandakini) was tied up in the tresses (of Shiva),

another (Ganga) was married (to Shantanu), another (Ganga and Saraswathi) quarreled

and dropped here (from upper worlds), another went to nether worlds (Bhogavathi). But

o Krishnaa, in your case, your auspicious name (Krishnaa) and form (dark) were never

abandoned by you here. (50)

O Devi praised by Devas, you are known only to Vedas, you are remover of fear, victory to

you. O Krishnaa full of compassion, cling to your name as the best among eliminators of

samsara and continue to protect me always. O true keeper of promise, utter your words of

freedom from fear again and again. O pure one, fulfiller of desires, may this form of yours,
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which kills delusion, remain with honour in my mind and my eyes. (51)

May the devotee, who worships Krishnaa, attain the eternal state. May the one, who has no

devotion and is wedded to desire, attain everlasting grief. (52)

Thus ends Krishnaa Lahari written by Shri Vasudevananda Saraswathi.

Translated: P. R. Kannan
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